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Abstract 
This paper presents a study on Real-Time Network Traffic Clas-
sification, including a parallel operating framework and changes 
on operating model for network traffic classification algorithms. 
Currently, there are many existing network traffic classification 
algorithms with different approaches, namely port based, pay-
load based, traffic/user behavioral using transport layer infor-
mation. Some of them are trivial to operate in parallel way like 
port and payload based algorithms, while some are not, espe-
cially some of the user behavioral algorithms involving graph 
representation and operation. W e aim at providing a platform 
with parallel operating ability for different network traffic classi-
fication algorithms. In our proposed architecture, we require no 
changes in the logic of network traffic classification algorithms 
as long as they follow several assumptions. In our approach, 
we try to transform the algorithm parallelization problem to an 
input data segmentation problem. W e find out some heuristics 
to divide the input data without loss of accuracy, thus process 
the behavioral algorithms in a parallel way. Apart from solv-
ing the computing power and memory limitation problem by 
the parallel computation architecture, the operating model of 
the network traffic classification algorithms is necessary to be 
changed in order to have a real-time classification. In most ex-
isting approaches, the network traffic (flow information) is col-
lected and process every 5-minutes periodically. It is a batch 
processing operating model. In this paper, we propose an online 
ii 
operating model (i.e. come and serve) with analysis on delay 
and accuracy. By combining the parallel operating architecture 
and online operating model, we believe that real-time network 
traffic classification for multiple traffic classification algorithms 
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Network Traffic Classification is important for Internet service 
providers and network operators. It gives them more accurate 
information about the activities within their network, thus help-
ing them in network planning and control. However, the process-
ing power and memory usage of the network traffic classification 
algorithms are highly depending on the amount of information 
to process, i.e. the bandwidth used in the measured network 
link. As the network bandwidth rises rapidly, a single traffic 
classification machine will eventually reach its limit. There is a 
need to have a parallel traffic classification platform for a high 
bandwidth network link or multi network links. In this paper, 
we propose a parallelization scheme by manipulating the input 
data of the system. W e study the existing traffic classification 
algorithms and find out the information they require to carry-
out the classification, thus derive some heuristics. In our ap-
proach, we try to divide the input data to segments without loss 
of the information needed for traffic classification algorithms to 
function correctly. 
1 
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1.1 Overview on traffic classification algorithms 
There are many existing network traffic classification algorithms 
with different approaches. W e may divide them into three main 
categories as follows: 
1.1.1 Port based approach 
It is the most traditional way to do network traffic classifica-
tion. There are many network applications operate in a fixed 
port range/number in the past, especially those well-known port 
numbers within 1024. By comparing the source/destination port 
number to a pre-defined application-port list, we may find out 
the application. As many applications such as P2P software 
start using dynamic port numbers and other well-known appli-
cations' port numbers like F T P and H T T P , port based approach 
may not have good performance. 
1.1.2 Payload based approach 
As the application may not operate in a fixed port number, 
the port based classifications become inefficient. People start 
to use the packet payload to do analysis. By comparing the 
packet payload to a pre-defined application signature list, we 
may find out the application. Studies [5] [10] show that pay-
load based approach is effective against current network appli-
cations. However, several obfuscation techniques can be used to 
avoid detection such as encryption and plain text ciphers. And 
the effectiveness of the traffic classification system is highly de-
pending on the application signature database since it can only 
identify traffic if the application signature is available. 
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1.1.3 Transport layer information based approach 
Apart from using source/destination port number only (port 
based approach) and packet payload (payload based approach), 
other transport layer information of the network traffic is in-
troduced in the classification such as source IP, destination IP, 
source port, destination port, protocol (TCP/UDP), packet size, 
etc. As the type of information available increased, the diversity 
of the algorithms increased a lot. Many different classification 
methods are proposed in terms of the way they make use of 
the transport layer information. Some of them try to study the 
interaction behavior of network applications, thus derive some 
heuristics. For example, P2P applications are more likely to 
have T C P and U D P connections for a pair of source and desti-
nation hosts at the same time.[l] The others try to find out the 
set of distinctive characteristics and attributes to distinguish dif-
ferent applications. For example, L. Bernaille proposed to use 
the first five-packet size to do traffic classification. [12] K. Xii 
proposed to compute the entropy of transport layer attributes 
to determine the application. [4 
1.2 Operating model of traffic classification 
algorithms 
In this paper, we are only concerning about two types of the 
operating models, batch processing and online processing. In 
Batching processing model, data is collected in for a certain 
time and processed at once. In real-time processing, data is 
collected and processed immediately. Most research papers in 
port-based and payload-based approaches are neither mention-
ing nor concerning about their operating model. It is because 
they are both suitable for batch processing and online processing 
without a lot modifications. On the other hand, most research 
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papers in transport layer information based approach are using 
and designed for batch processing with five minutes interval. 
I.E. Data are collected in five minutes and processed at once 
periodically. They are batching processing only due to some 
properties of their algorithms. A more detailed analysis about 
different approaches versus operating models will be shown in 
latter section. 
1.3 Previous related works 
In this paper, we focus on the real-time related study for all 
network traffic classification algorithms in transport layer infor-
mation based approach. Up to our best knowledge, L. Bernaille 
proposed a scheme with real-time functionality. It examines the 
size of the first-five packets for each flow and classifies the ap-
plications using data-mining methodology. [12] For the existing 
product, Cisco had deployed a series of Service Control Engine to 
examine packet pay load. [15] The other prior works do not have 
much analysis on computing power and memory issue and op-
erating model issue. The most common conclusion is that their 
proposed methodologies and algorithms are capable to handle 
their collected dataset.(process rate〉= input rate) I.E. an ii-
hours traffic trace is capable to finish classification under n hours 
and memory usage does not exceed their test machine's limit. 
1]间 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
As shown in the section 1.1, the network traffic classification 
algorithms can be categorized by the kind of information used. 
E.g. port number, Payload and a bigger set of transport layer 
attributes. However, that scheme isn't useful for our analysis at 
all. In this and following sections, we propose another approach 
to categorize those algorithms to aid our analysis. The main 
idea of the new scheme is to find out the set of information 
needed to carry out the classification. 
2.1 Network topology and traffic capturing 
model 
In order to perform network traffic classification, the first step is 
to collect network traffic (trace file). Up to our best knowledge, 
in most of the studies and analysis, traffic is collected from a sin-
gle network link each time. I.E. They may collect multiple trace 
files for analysis but each trace file is containing traffic from one 
single network link only, either in uni-direction or bi-direction. 
The network topology of their working environment is shown in 
figure 2.1. Their classifications focus on the traffic in a single 
logical network link. That network link connects two different 
networks. For example, the two different networks may be two 
5 
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different Autonomous Systems (internet service providers, com-
panies and universities). Also, the two different networks may 
provide transit traffic to other networks. I.E. IP addresses from 
many different networks may exist in the trace file as source 
addresses and destination addresses. The most important high-
light is that they will not use the traffic from multiple links in 
a single classification. 
From a particular network link, information is extracted ac-
cording to the approach of the classification. For port-based 
approaches, source and destination port numbers are necessary 
to find out the corresponding applications. For payload-based 
approaches, the pay load of the flow is extracted for string match-
ing process with a pre-defined database. For transport layer 
approaches, many transport layer attributes are needed in clas-
sification. Table 2.1 is an example of the information collected 
for network flows if transport layer approach classification is 
used. I.E. Source IP address, Destination IP address, Source 
Port Address, Destination Port Address, Transport layer Pro-
tocol, Total number of bytes and Total number of packets are 
useful in the classification. (In Table 2.1, A-G is regular IP 
addresses in x.x.x.x format.) 
2.2 Proposed Scheme 
In this session, we try to present the collected network flows 
in graph and propose a new scheme to categorize the existing 
network traffic classification algorithms. Each IP address is a 
separate node and each flow record is an edge connecting two 
nodes. Other information in transport layer is attached to the 
edge for the further analysis. For example, using the sample 
of collected network flows in table 2.1, we will get the graph in 
figure 2.2. W e believe that the graphs created using flows are bi-
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Figure 2.1: A c o m m o n topology in network traffic capturing 
Source IP Destination IP Source Port Dest. Port Protocol Bytes Packets 
~ A G ^ T O T ^ 5 
B I 1162 8008 T C P 13185 39 
C G 20731 2193 T C P 60 1 
C H 1265 139 T C P 124 2 
A J 24547 8277 U D P 344 1 
D K 2963 13713 T C P 394426 691 
E J 1522 10394 T C P 186 3 
F L 2336 12874 T C P 186 3 
C K 2574 16546 T C P 505 1 
_F L m 4 7 ^ T C P 60 1 
Table 2.1: Sample of collected network flows 
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Network A Network B 
Source IP ® Destmation II' 
Flow 
Figure 2.2: A bipartite graph for the sample flows 
partite graphs in general. Since the traces are only collected on 
one single network link connecting two networks (figure 1), The 
nodes (IP addresses) will be separated into two groups (source 
IP addresses and destination IP addresses). In common case, 
the source IP addresses and the destination IP Address should 
lay on different networks as IP addresses is organized in a hier-
archical way. BLINC also suggests that the bipartite graph is 
the consequence of the single observation point. [2 
In our scheme, there are three types of categories. W e try to 
measure the set of flows necessary for classifying a single flow. 
Type I: For a particular flow classification, only the information 
from that particular flow is needed to carry out the classifica-
tion. 
Type II: For a particular flow classification, only the informa-
tion from flows with the same source IP address as the particular 
flow is needed to carry out the classification. 
Type III: For a particular flow classification, the information 
more than itself is needed to carry out the classification. And 
the algorithm does not included in Type I and II definitions. 
A single flow can be seen as a single edge in the bipartite graph. 
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Category Algorithm 
Type I port-based 
payload-based [5] , [6]，[10] 
transport layer information based [7]，[8] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] 
Type II transport layer information based [1]，[2] , [4] 
Type III no existing algorithms yet 
Table 2.2: Existing algorithms and their categories 
I.E. the set of edges needed to process a particular edge is our 
concern. Three types of algorithms are shown in graph repre-
sentation in figure 2.3. 
After the definition of three categories, we try to map the ex-
isting traffic classification algorithms into them. The result is 
shown in table 2.2. 
2.3 Analysis on different categories 
After defining the three categories, we try to have an analysis 
on the real-time processing. For Type I algorithms, to classify a 
particular flow, they onty need the information from that partic-
ular flow (e.g. port numbers, payloads). I.E. the input flows can 
be separated in any order/scheme without affect the classifica-
tion result. W e may have multiple machines with the identical 
algorithm to solve the computing power and memory limitation 
and modify the algorithm to do classification immediately after 
receiving a flow. Due to the property that Type I algorithms 
do not require information more than the flow itself, the above 
measures can be easily achieved. Therefore, it is easy and trivial 
for them to process data in real time. For Type II algorithms, 
the real-time processing solution is not trivial. They need other 
flows to aid a single flow's classification. So, the trivial solution 
for Type I algorithms cannot be used. If we divide the input 
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Figure 2.3: Bipartite graphs for different categories 
Category Analysis 
Type I Real-time processing is trivial 
Type II Real-time processing is not trivial 
Type III Real-time processing is not trivial, no existing algorithms yet 
Table 2.3: S u m m a r y of algorithm types 
flows in arbitrary order, the classification result will be affected. 
W e will discuss the real-time processing problem for this type 
of algorithms in the following section. For Type III algorithms, 
although the solution is not trivial, as we don't have any exist-
ing algorithm in this category, this category is inlcuded in this 
paper. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Objectives 
Our goal is to find out the real-time processing possibilities for 
the network traffic classification algorithms. As shown in the 
above section, the first type of algorithms is not difficult to pro-
cess in real-time and the third type is an empty set that there is 
no real existing classification algorithm in this category yet. So 
we will focus on the real-time solution for the second type of al-
gorithms in the following sections. W e believe that there are two 
main bottlenecks to achieve a real-time processing environment. 
The first one is the computing power and memory requirement 
limitation due to increasing link speed and network traffic, the 
second one is the time delay introduced by the current operating 
model. 
3.1 Computing Power and Memory 
Computing Power and Memory usage issue is always overlooked 
by most of the existing papers. They mainly focus on their algo-
rithms' new ideas presentation and correctness but seldom con-
cern about the implementation issue. The common evaluation 
result is that the prototype is able to finish processing n-hours 
collected-traces data sets within n-hours.(process rate > = input 
rate) And the prototype experiments are commonly running on 
11 
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Category Computation M e m o r y 
Type I (In general) 0(n) 0(1) to 0(n) 
Type II (In general) O O ? ) 0(n) 
Type III no existing algorithms yet 
Table 3.1: The complexity of different categories (in rough calculation) 
a single machine, hence problems may occur if a single machine 
(assuming P C for general cases) cannot handle. 
3.1.1 A rough analysis on the complexity 
Assuming n is the number of flows to be processed. 
For the Type I algorithms, they are generally simpler in compu-
tation. Many of them are mapping port numbers to application 
name (port-based) and searching particular application signa-
ture, i.e. special byte-pattern, in the packet pay load (payload-
based). Theoretically their complexity in computation are 0(n) 
and memory usage are between 0(1) to 0(n) in rough calcula-
tion. Since individual flow classification is independent to other 
flows, the machine may not need to store the whole traces in 
memory. For the Type II algorithms, they are generally more 
complex and use more memory. For example, BLINC[2] is about 
O(n^) in computation complexity and require 0(n) memory, (re-
fer section 7 for detail pseudocode) For the Type III algorithms, 
there is no existing algorithms in this category yet. As a sum-
mary, the computation power and memory usage are affected by 
the number of flows to be processed. In the following section, we 
would like to study about the limit of type II algorithms under 
common machines (i.e. PC) by an experiment. 
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3.2 Experiments on the complexity 
From the above section, we know that the computing power and 
memory usage of traffic classification algorithms are usually not 
constant. Most of them are proportional to the volume of in-
put data (number of flows) although some Type I algorithms 
only consume memory in 0(1) scale as they do not store inter-
mediate data in processing. Especially, the computing power 
and memory usage of all Type II algorithms are around O(n^). 
Therefore, a single machine will eventually reach its limit as data 
size grows. 
In this section, we would like to know the limit of Type II algo-
rithms in terms of computing power and memory usage under 
common computing environment (i.e. PC). W e choose BLINC[2 
to be an example for the general Type II algorithms as it is a 
well-known and important algorithm in non-payload traffic clas-
sification. In the first step, we try to collect related information 
about its computing power and memory issue. In that paper, the 
authors finished a prototype of BLINC[2] and conducted some 
experiments on it. However, detail results were not included in 
the paper. W e can only find out some aggregated results (shown 
in table 3.2). As shown in table 3.2, the algorithm is running on 
a common machine (i.e. PC) which makes the experiment result 
representative. Their test dataset is a large and long network 
traces with 109.4 Mbps average bandwidth and 570k average 
flows (per 5 minutes). However, the result on the computing 
power and memory issue is not very detail. The only result 
known is that the test dataset is com piited less than 8 hours 
totally with maximum memory usage did not surpass 40% of the 
total memory. [2] So, this is a representative reference point but 
we can't get much information from it, especially for the limit 
of the algorithm under common computing environment. 
W e conduct an experiment to study about the computation 
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Hardware setup D E L L PE2850 
C P U Xeon 3.4GHz processor 
M e m o r y 2 G B 
Test dataset 34 hours traces 
Average bandwidth 109.4 M b p s 
Average number of flows 570k (per 5 minutes) 
Software setup Author's implementation of BLINC[2j 
Language C + + 
(traces are processed in 5-minutes intervals) 
Result less than 8 hours computing-time needed 
with m a x i m u m memory usage did not surpass 4 0 % 
Table 3.2: Reference experiment and result (on BLINC's paper) 
power and memory usage versus the number of flows processed. 
Hence try to find out the limit under common computing envi-
ronment. The setup of experiment is shown in table 3.3. W e use 
a computer which is similar to the one in the experiment in table 
3.2 in order to make the results comparable. Traces are collected 
from an ISP (5 minutes duration) as network traffic classifica-
tion algorithms commonly process data in a 5-minutes period. 
There was no officially released implementation of BLINC, so 
we implement BLINC based on the algorithm and pseudo code 
from the paper and technical report[2] [3 . 
The test data set traces is divided into 4 subsets. The first 570k 
flows are separated into one in order to make the result com-
parable to the reference experiment (the input data set size of 
the reference experiment is average 570k flows per 5 minutes). 
The traces are separated into 3 data sets according to the flows' 
Source IP class: Class-A IP, Class-B IP and Class-C IP. 
For the first experiment result (shown in table 3.5), the whole 
set of test data (i.e. 6005k flows per 5 minutes) could not be fin-
ished its classification. The bottleneck is the maximum memory 
usage. Once the memory is used for more than 2GB, i.e. the 
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physical memory is totally used and virtual memory is occupied. 
The swap processes between memory and hard disk are too fre-
quent that computation is slowed down significantly. C P U usage 
is dropped from 99.9% to 0.3-0.5%. Therefore the whole com-
puting time is too long for the classification to be completed. 
The result of 570k flows data set is similar to the one in refer-
ence experiment (shown in table 3.2). In our experiment, 148 
seconds (49.3% of 300 seconds) is needed to process 570k flows 
with 445MB (21.7% of 2GB) maximum memory usage, which is 
comparable to the result in the reference experiment. The data, 
sets with Class A and Class B source IP can be finished and 
maximum memory usage does not exceed 2GB but the one with 
Class C source IP was failed. Therefore, the maximum limit of 
the first experiment is between 2500k and 3300k flows. From fig-
ure 3.1, the maximum number of flows can be processed is about 
2800k flows due to the 2GB maximum memory limitation. On 
the other hand, if we want to compute the classification pro-
cess in a continuous way, i.e. the computing time of the data 
collected in 5 minutes need to be equal to or smaller than 5 
minutes. According to the figure 3.1, the maximum number of 
flows can be processed is about 800k flows. 
From the first experiment, we found that we cannot classify the 
biggest data set due to memory limitation. Therefore, we try 
to optimize the BLINC[2] algorithm. As the bottleneck is the 
memory issue, the main focus is to reduce maximum memory 
usage. The detail changes are shown in figure 7.2. After the 
modification, we conduct another experiment using the same 
machine and the same data set. The experiment setup is shown 
in table 3.6. 
The result is shown on table 3.6. The computing time of data set 
with 570k flows is 157 seconds (52% of 300 seconds) with 246 M B 
(12% of 2GB) maximum memory usage, which is better than the 
first experiment and comparable to the reference experiment re-
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suit. The biggest data set (6005k flows) can be processed using 
the optimized algorithm but the computing time and maximum 
memory usage are large (4725 seconds and 2156 MB). Although 
the maximum memory required is a little bit more than physi-
cal memory limit of the machine and the computation involving 
some virtual memory swapping, but the process can still be com-
pleted in experiment. So, the maximum flows can be processed 
should be around 6000k flows on the 2GB physical memory test-
ing machine with our optimized algorithm and implementation. 
There are many factors that affect the computing time and the 
maximum memory usage. Such as, the algorithm, the imple-
mentation (language and coding), the computing power and the 
physical memory of the machine. Using BLINC as an example 
of classification algorithm, under the physical computing envi-
ronment and implementation in table 7.2, The biggest data set 
is the limit for computation. If we are processing the traffic in a 
continuous way (i.e. computing time under 300 seconds), then 
the maximum number of flows can be process is much smaller 
(around 1000k from figure 3.2). As the bandwidth of data set 
is a little bit more than IGbps (1292.4 Mbps), which is not a 
very high bandwidth link. If data is collected from some links 
with more bandwidth, the computing power and memory bot-
tleneck problem will become worse. Therefore, there is a need to 
solve the computing power and memory bottleneck for real-time 
classification. 
3.2.1 Operating Model : batch processing 
Network Traffic Classification is done in a batch processing way, 
i.e. the network traffic is collected for an amount of time and 
processed. Normally, the interval between each classification is 5 
minutes. [1][2] [4] Under the batch processing operating model, 
once the network traffic is collected, the classification can be 
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Hardware setup D E L L G X 2 9 0 
C P U P4 3.2GHz processor 
M e m o r y 2 G B 
Test dataset 5 minutes traces 
Language Perl 
Average bandwidth 1292.4 M b p s 
Average number of flows 6000k (per 5 minutes) 
Software setup our implementation of BLINC[2] 
traces are processed in 5-minutes intervals 
(detail refer to section 7.2) 
Table 3.3: The first experiment setup 
Data Set N u m b e r of flows Time(s) M e m o r y ( M B ) 
C l a s s - B ^ 113 
570k 570k 148 445 
Class-A 2533k 1631 1800 
Class-C 3307k - -
Total 6005k - -
Table 3.4: The first experiment result 
Hardware setup D E L L G X 2 9 0 
C P U P4 3.2GHz processor 
M e m o r y 2 G B 
Test dataset 5 minutes traces 
Language Perl 
Average bandwidth 1292.4 M b p s 
Average number of flows 6000k (per 5 minutes) 
Software setup our implementation of modified BLINC[2] 
traces are processed in 5-minutes intervals 
(detail refer to section 7.2) 
Table 3.5: The final experiment setup 
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Figure 3.1: Computing power and m e m o r y usage 
Data Set N u m b e r of flows Time(s) M e m o r y ( M B ) 
C l a s s - B ^ m 
570k 570k 157 246 
Class-A 2533k 1613 956 
Class-C 3307k 2480 1142 
Total 6005k 4725 2156 
Table 3.6: The final experiment result 
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Figure 3.2: Computing power and memory usage 
done at any time. However, if real time classification is the goal 
to be achieved, then batch processing is not good enough. 
As shown in figure 3.3, the network traffic classification is done 
in a batch processing and continuous way. The system is com-
posed of two machines. The first one is flow-capturing machine. 
It is responsible for collecting the network traffic and sending 
the flow data to the computing machine in batch. The second 
one is computing machine. It is responsible for receiving flow 
data from flow-capturing machine and doing the classification, 
hence gives out the classification result. 
Delay = collection time + transmission time + computing 
time 
Under the above operating model of the classification system, 
the Delay of a particular flow is defined from its arrival time 
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to the time that its classification result is shown. As shown in 
figure 3.3, the Delay of a particular flow is composed of three 
components, collection time, transmission time and computing 
time. The collection time is defined from the arrival time of a 
particular flow to the ending time of the corresponding batch 
of data collection. As the interval is 5 minutes normally, the 
collection time is expected to be 2.5 minutes on average. The 
transmission time is defined from the starting time to the ending 
time of the flow data transmission. If flow capturing and classi-
fication are done on the same computer, then the transmission 
time is low or can be ignored. Otherwise, it depends on the 
network between machines. The computing time is defined as 
the total computation time of the network traffic classification. 
It depends on many factors such as the data size, the algorithm, 
the implementation and the computing power of the computer. 
As shown in the experiment in table 3.6, the computing time is 
proportional to the data size (number of flows processed). And 
it is not small enough to be ignored. 
As our goal is to achieve real-time traffic classification, we are 
going to reduce the delay, i.e. from the arrival time of a partic-
ular flow to the time that its classification result is shown. The 
detail of the proposed operating model is shown in Section 5. 


















































































































































































































































Computing Power and M e m o r y 
:parallel processing 
4.1 Goals 
From the section 3.1, we found out that computing power and 
memory is a issue to be concerned for network traffic classifi-
cation. Especially if we would like to seek out the possibility 
of real-time network traffic classification, more constraints are 
introduced. For example, the flow traces collected in 5 minutes 
are needed to be finished classification with in 5 minutes (From 
figure 3.1, the limit is about 800k flows/5 minutes.) and the 
maximum memory usage cannot exceed the physical memory 
size. 
In this section, we proposed a system architecture that solves 
the computing power and memory usage bottleneck problem for 
the Type II algorithms. And we would like to ensure that the 
system architecture is also backward compatible to the Type I 
algorithms. Although the parallel solution for the Type III al-
gorithms is not trivial and not yet known, there is no existing 
algorithm in the category currently, this category is not included 
in our proposed solution. 
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Figure 4.1: A two-level tree 
4.2 Parallel processing 
As shown in the above section, using a single computer to do 
the classification will eventually face the computing power lim-
itation. W e would like to solve the problem by using multiple 
computers. Therefore, we are going to propose a parallel pro-
cessing system architecture for the network traffic classification. 
From the analysis in section 2.2, The parallel solution for Type 
I algorithms is trivial. W e may deploy multiple computers with 
identical algorithm and separate the input data (flow traces) in 
any order. 
However, this solution cannot apply to Type II algorithms, the 
graph of flows will be separated into several pieces. As the in-
put data becomes a subset of the original one, the output is not 
guaranteed to be the same. 
Recall the definition of the Type II algorithms (shown in section 
2.2 and figure 2.3): For classifying a particular flow, only the in-
formation from flows with the same source IP address as the 
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particular flow is needed to carry out the classification. Com-
bining the bipartite graph property of the flow traces, the infor-
mation for classifying each flow becomes a two-level tree with 
the source IP as the root. (Flows are edges and IPs are nodes) 
From the above observation, we propose that the input data 
(flow traces) should be separated by its source IP. I.E. the basic 
unit is a tree (flows from the same source IP) instead of an edge 
(a flow). The classification of a particular flow will remain suf-
ficient input information, hence the classification algorithm will 
work as intended. 
W e conduct the following experiment to verify our idea. The 
hardware and software setup is shown in table 4.1. A big traces 
file (3307K flows) is separated into two by source IP (shown in 
table 4.2). BLINC[2] is used to be the classification algorithm. 
The classification result of two files and the original files are 
compared. The result shows that the computing result a big 
file and two files separated by source IP is the same. I.E. The 
classification results of Class-C1(2113K) and Class-C2(1194K) 
is equal to the classification result of Class-C(3307K). 
4.3 System Architecture 
W e propose system architecture with three layers, Distributor, 
Parallel nodes and Collector. (Shown in figure 4.2). All of them 
are composed of computers. As Desktop-class computers are 
easily accessible, every computer within the system is expected 
to be equivalent to a normal desktop computer. That is, a nor-
mal desktop computer can perform well in any part of the sys-
tem in our design. The Distributor is responsible for gathering 
flow records from outside and distributing them to the Parallel 
nodes in a deterministic way. In our proposed scheme, the flows 
are separated and distributed by source IP. Normally, a single 
computer is expected to be sufficient to handle the duty of The 
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Hardware setup D E L L G X 2 9 0 
C P U P4 3.2GHz processor 
M e m o r y 2 G B 
Language Perl 
Software setup our implementation of modified BLINC[2] 
Table 4.1: The experiment hardware and software setup 
Set Detail Remark 
Class-C(3307K) a big traces file classified in one classification control experiment 
Class-C1(2113K) the first segment of data set Class-C 
Class-C2(1194K) the second segment of data set Class-C 
Table 4.2: The test data sets 
Distributor. There is a possibility that using multiple comput-
ers to handle the works. The multi-computers Distributor will 
be discussed on section 7.1. 
The Parallel Nodes are the main computing components of the 
system. It is the intermediate layer in the system. The Par-
allel Nodes are responsible for receiving flow records from the 
Distributor and performing network traffic classification for the 
flows. After the classification result is computed, they are sent 
to the Collector. The roles of the computers are identical and in-
dependent to each other. The hardware of the nodes is expected 
to be equivalent to a normal desktop computer, i.e. the com-
puting power and memory size are desktop computer class. For 
example, P4 3.2GHz C P U is used and 2GB physical memory is 
equipped in our testing machine. Every node has a same copy of 
the implementation of the network traffic algorithm. In our ex-
periment, our implementation of BLINC [2] is used. By having 
parallel computation, the computing power and maximum used 
memory limitation on single computer is solved. The Collector 
is responsible for collecting the results from the Parallel nodes. 
It merges the traffic classification results from multiple sources. 
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Layer Duty 
Distributor Gather flow records from outside 
Distribute flow records to the Parallel nodes 
Parallel nodes Receive the flow records from the Distributor-
Perform flow classification 
Report the result to Collector 
Collector Collect the result from the Parallel nodes 
Merge and summarize the results 
Output the summarized result to Outside 
Table 4.3: The summary of System Architecture 
And it output the merged traffic classification results to outside. 
In our experiment, a desktop computer is used for this role. 
In our proposed system architecture, the three layers and the 
components are defining the roles in a logical level. In physical 
level, the three layers may not necessary to be separated into 
different machines. For example, The Distributor and the Col-
lector can be the same machine, if the machine is capable for 
two roles at the same time. In this case, The system will be 
changed like figure 4.3. 
4.4 Advantage 
There are several advantages for the network traffic classifica-
tion system to have the above system architecture: 
Expand the computing power and memory limit multiple times 
in a simple way. 
In the system architecture, desktop computers are expected to 
work well in every position. Desktop class computers are rel-
atively easy to obtain. If expansion is needed for the system, 
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Figure 4.3: The compact System Architecture 
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more computers are put in the system (parallel nodes layer). 
The whole system architecture will not have big changes. The 
computing power and memory limit of the whole system is di-
rectly proportional to the number of computers. Therefore, we 
are able to adjust the capacity of the system by adjusting the 
number of computing nodes in a simple way. 
No inter communication overhead between •processing nodes. 
In the proposed scheme, the input flows are divided into sep-
arate segments. Each portion of the data is independent to 
each other. Although parallel computation is introduced into 
the classification system but processing nodes do not need to 
communicate with each other for direct intermediate informa-
tion exchange. This can keep the communication between nodes 
as simple as possible. 
Support multiple traffic classification algorithms. 
The system architecture is independent to individual network 
traffic classification algorithm. It treats the classification algo-
rithm part as a black box. Although it is designated to support 
all Type II algorithms, Type I algorithms are going to work well 
in it. And using Type I algorithm in the system does not make 
big changes in it. Therefore, our goal is achieved: Support the 
computation for Type II classification algorithms and backward 
compatible to Type I classification algorithms. 
4.5 Practical adjustment 
In the above analysis of network traffic classification algorithms, 
the scope of information used directly in the input flows data 
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to carry out the classification is the only concern. Typically, 
the duration of a batch of traffic classification is 5 minutes. In 
practical implementation, some traffic classification algorithms 
make use of the previous classification results to aid the cur-
rent classification. I.E. a portion of variables are kept over time. 
For example, those previous classification results are used in per-
forming recursive detection in "Transport Layer Identification of 
P2P traffic". [1] In the system point of view, the previous classi-
fication results is independent to the current batch of incoming 
flows. That is, they are not part of the input data but they are 
useful in classification and not static information ("previous" 
classification results keep changing over time). Therefore, those 
results can be seen as a part of external database with updated 
information. And they are used in aiding the current batch 
of classification process, (shown in figure 4.4, detail algorithm 
example shown in table 7.8 and figure 7.8) 
4.6 The alternative System Architecture 
In order to deal with the above situation, changes on the system 
architecture are necessary. The current process of network traf-
fic classification makes use of the previous classification results. 
It has several properties that impact our design. As it is inde-
pendent to the input flows data. That is, we could not get any 
information about previous classification results from the cur-
rent batch collected flows and neither in the reverse way. The 
role of the distributor remains unchanged. And the previous 
classification results keeps changes over time. Once a batch of 
network traffic classification is finished, the result of the current 
batch becomes the previous classification and the next batch of 
network traffic classification starts. Therefore, it is necessary 
to exchange the previous classification results between different 
nodes. The Collector has to feedback the summarized results to 
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Layer Duty 
Distributor Gather flow records from outside 
Distribute flow records to the Parallel nodes 
Parallel nodes Receive the flow records from the Distributor 
Perform flow classification 
Report the result to Collector 
Receive the summarized result from Collector 
Collector Collect the result from the Parallel nodes 
Merge and summarize the results 
Feedback the summarized result to the Parallel nodes 
Output the summarized result to Outside 
Table 4.4: The summary of the alternative System Architecture 
the Parallel nodes and The Parallel nodes have to update the 
previous classification results from Collector. (Shown in figure 
4.5) 
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Operating Model : from batch 
processing to online 
5.1 Goals 
From section 3.2, the Delay of a particular flow is defined from 
its arrival time to the time that its classification result is shown. 
As shown in figure 5.1, in the regular batch processing model 
of network traffic classification, the Delay is composed of three 
components, Collection time, Transmission time and Comput-
ing time. The collection time is defined from the arrival time of 
a particular flow to the ending time of the corresponding batch 
data collection. The transmission time is defined from the start-
ing time to the ending time of the flow data transmission. The 
computing time is defined as the total computation time of the 
network traffic classification. 
In order to perform the real time network traffic classification, 
we would like to seek for a better model in network traffic classi-
fication to reduce the delay of each flow, i.e. a shorter respond-
time is preferred. 
34 
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Item Definition 
Delay from the arrival time of a particular flow to the 
time that its classification result is shown 
Collection time from the arrival time of a particular flow to the 
ending time of the corresponding batch data, collection 
Transmission time from the starting time to the ending time of 
the flow data transmission 
Computing time the total computation time of the network traffic 
classification 
Table 5.1: The summary of the definition 
5.2 Proposed model 
W e propose an online model to reduce the delay of the clas-
sification of each flow. (Shown in figure 5.2) In our proposed 
model, the system operates in a come-and-serve and first-come-
first-serve way. Once the flow is captured, it will be sent to 
the computing machine to carry out the classification imirie-
diately. The transmission environment (medium and method) 
is assumed to be the same as the one in the batch-processing 
model. Once the flow is received at the computing machine, the 
classification for that single flow will be carried out immediately. 
Hence reducing the delay from the arrival of a particular flow to 
the classification result. 
5.3 Delay comparasion 
Collection time is greatly reduced. In the batch-processing model, 
as a flow can arrival at any time from 0 to 5 minutes, the av-
erage waiting time is 2.5 minutes in general. I.E. A particular 
arrived flow has to wait average 2.5 minutes until the end of the 
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flow does not need wait at this stage. Once a particular flow is 
captured, it is forwarded to the computing machine. Hence the 
collection time is greatly reduced. 
Transmission time is greatly reduced. Although the transmis-
sion rate and the propagation delay on the medium (e.g. Eth-
ernet) are remain the same. The transmission in the batch-
processing model is a transmission of the whole collected flows 
file. The transmission in the online model is a transmission of 
traces continuously (come and serve model). From the point of 
view of a particular flow, the transmission time using a batch-
processing model is the total transmission time of the whole col-
lected flows file. The transmission time using an online model is 
the total transmission time of itself. Especially when the num-
ber of flows is large (6000K flows per 5 minutes in our collected 
flows file), the transmission time difference will be big. 
Computing time is greatly reduced. The situation is very simi-
lar. Assume the computing power and maximum memory is the 
same in both operating model. The computation in the batch-
processing model is to classify the whole traces file at a time. 
The computation in the online model is classifying flows con-
tinuously (come and serve model). From the point of view of 
a particular flow, the computing time using a batch-processing 
model is the total computing time of the whole collected flows 
file. The computing time using an online model is the total com-
puting time of a flow. Especially when the number of flows is 
large (6000K flows per 5 minutes in our collected flows file), the 
computing time difference will be big. 
5.4 Performance and accuracy issue 
In this section we study about the accuracy issue of our pro-
posed operating model. 
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Item Batch processing Online processing 
Collection time 2.5 minutes on average 0 
Transmission time transmission time of the whole file transmission time of a flow 
Computing time computing time of the whole file computing time of a, flow 
Table 5.2: Delay comparasion 
Type I algorithms 
The classification of a particular flow using Type I algorithm 
only uses the information from that flow. As the input data and 
the algorithm remain unchanged, the result (computed output) 
will be the same. There should be no difference in the accuracy 
issue. 
Type II algorithms 
The classification of a particular flow using Type II algorithm 
makes use of the information from that flows with the same 
source IP. Originally, batch processing of the classification uses 
the data in the corresponding batch (5 minutes in general). For 
a particular flow, its classification may make use of some flows 
that arrived later than itself. (Example in figure 5.3) 
In the Online model of the classification, we would like to output 
the classification result once the machine receives a particular 
flow, hence reducing the delay between the arrival time and the 
time that the classification result is known. In this scenario, the 
classification of a particular flow could not use the information 
from the flows arrived later than itself. It is because those flows 
are not arrived and not yet known to the classification system 
at that time. As the classification period is 5 minutes in gen-
eral, the classification of a particular flow in online model arc 
proposed to use the past 5 minutes information of flows from 
the arrival time. (Example in figure 5.3) Although the length of 
information source is the same (5 minutes), the batch process-
ing and online model of classification are using different sets of 
flows ill the classification. (Example in figure 5.3) The flows to 
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be classified by the classification system can be separated into 
three big categories. 
The first one is stable and steady flows from a source IP, i.e. for 
a particular flow from that source IP arrived, it is able to find 
enough information from the flows in past 5 minutes. In this 
case, the online processing model is expected to perform as well 
as the batch-processing model, although the system could not 
make use of the flows in the future. (Example in figure 5.4) 
The second one is terminating flows from a source IP, i.e. for 
a particular flow from that source IP arrived, there is no flow 
from the same source IP in the future. Therefore, there are no 
useful information to aid the classification in the flows in the fu-
ture. In this case, the online processing model is also expected 
to perform as well as the batch-processing model, although the 
system could not make use of the flows in the future. (Example 
in figure 5.4) 
The third one is beginning flows from a source IP, I.E. for a par-
ticular flow from that source IP arrived, there are no flows from 
the same source IP in the past. Therefore, there is no useful 
information to aid the classification in the flows in the past. It 
is known that BLINC [2] could not classify a single flow[4]. Lack 
of information is a problem for Type II algorithms. In this case, 
the classification could only rely on the information in the futAire 
in order to give out correct result. The online processing model 
would have a problem in classifying this kind of flows since the 
system could not make use of the flows in the future. (Example 
in figure 5.4) 
In the evaluation section, we will study and compare the result 
of the models. 
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5.5 Trade off between delay and accuracy 
From the above section, the third type of flows (flows started 
recently) could not be classified in the online operating model 
if a Type II classification algorithm is used. It is because the 
classification does not have enough information (flows from the 
same source IP) to give out a correct conclusion on the flow. If 
the classification system is implemented with Type I algorithm, 
this problem does not exist as every flow is sufficient to provide 
enough information to classify itself. 
From the experiment in section 6, those flows are about 18-19% 
of all the flows processed by the system. And the number and 
trend of those flows are relatively stable over time in our data 
set. 
There are two possible ways to tackle this problem. The first 
one is to open a new category for the flows without enough infor-
mation (indicated by the number of flows with the same source 
IP existed in the system). (shown in figure 5.5) The second one 
is to store those flows in the system and wait for more informa-
tion (flows in the future). Once enough information is collected, 
the flows stored in the past are classified and output the result, 
(shown in figure 5.5) 
The first solution will not increase the delay (respond time) of 
the system, as the classification result will be drawn once a flow 
enters the system. However, the accuracy may be the concern 
of the system, as the number of this kind of flow is relatively 
comparable to the whole data set and new flows always enter the 
network over time. Therefore, the number of flows that cannot 
be classified may be a concern to the classification system. 
The second solution will increase the delay (respond time) of 
the system as well as the accuracy of the system. As the system 
stores the flows that unable to classified until enough informa-
tion is shown. In this case, the system is become more complex 
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and the delay is difficult to estimate. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Evaluation 
6.1 Final Prototype 
The hardware setup is shown in table 6.1，The system prototype 
is composed of 3 personal computers with similar computing 
power. The physical memory in computers is 2GB, 1GB and 
512MB respectively. The computers are connected with switch 
using Fast Ethernet. (100 Mbps) The software setup is shown in 
figure 6.1, 6.2, 6.3. They are the flow charts of the proposed clas-
sification system. The classification algorithm is BLINC[2] and 
the implementation is our proposed modified version BLINC[2 
with improved memory usage, (shown in table 7.2). 
The computer with 2 G B memory acts as the distributor and the 
computing node. The computer with 1GB memory acts as the 
collector and the computing node. The computer with 512MB 
memory is the computing node only. The time sequence and 
measurement is shown in figure 6.4. The distributor will pro-
cess flows of 5 minutes and distribute them to three computing 
nodes. In this experiment, the flows (6005 k flows) are separated 
by its source IP into three groups, Class A IP (2533 k flows), 
Class B IP (165 k flows) and Class C IP (3307 k flows). After 
the transfer of the flows is completed, the three computing nodes 
will start the classification process. When the classification re-
sult is known, the result will be sent to the collector. When 
46 
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Hardware setup D E L L G X 2 9 0 
D E L L G X 2 8 0 
D E L L G X 2 8 0 
C P U P4 3.2GHz processor 
P4 3.2GHz processor 
P4 3.2GHz processor 
M e m o r y 2 G B 
1 G B 
5 1 2 M B 
Test dataset 5 minutes traces 
Language Perl 
Average bandwidth 1292.4 M b p s 
Average number of flows 6000k (per 5 minutes) 
Software setup our implementation of proposed system arcliitecture 
our implementation of BLINC[2j 
traces are processed in 5-minutes intervals 
Table 6.1: The evaluation setup 
all computing nodes finish their job, the classification process of 
one batch of flows is completed. 
In our experiment, 2756 seconds is needed for the whole classifi-
cation. Comparing to the classification time in single computer 
with the same file (4725 seconds, refer to the experiment result 
in table 3.6). The time needed is reduced to about half. It 
is because the workload distribution for three machines is not 
equally distributed (2533k flows, 165k flows, 3307k flows) as IP 
Class information is used to separate flows. The time used to 
transfer flows from distributor to computing nodes and from 
the computing nodes to the collector is about 200 seconds in 
total. It is because the trace file is big (about 463MB) and the 
bottleneck is the network bandwidth. If Gigabit Ethernet is 
deployed in the experiment, this portion of time necessary can 
be reduced. The classification result is the same to the result 
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classified in single machine. Our proposed system successfully 
carries out the classification using multi computers without loss 
of accuracy and the classification time is significantly reduced. 
6.2 Online processing 
The hardware and software setups are shown in table 6.2, The 
evaluation is conducted using a personal computer. The physi-
cal memory in the computer is 2GB. The classification algorithm 
is original BLINC algorithm[3] (shown in table 7.1) and our pro-
posed modified version BLINC[3]with online processing, (shown 
in table 7.1). 
The evaluation is to compare the classification results of two 
processing model, original BLINC algorithm in batch processing 
and our proposed version with online processing modification, 
hence finding out the accuracy change when the classification is 
switched to online processing. 
The original data set has a trouble in time stamp. W e had find 
another data set with time stamp. The size of the data set is 
1022k flowe within 5 mins. It can be handled in our implenien-
t at ion without memory concern (refer to the experiment result 
in table 6.3). Therefore, we choose this data set to be the input 
data for evaluation. 
The data set is classified in batch using the original BLINC al-
gorithm. After the result is collected, the data set is classified 
in online model using our modified algorithm. The flow will be 
input into the classification system one by one. Once a flow en-
ters the system, the system will use the flow to update the data, 
structures. Using the current flows inside the system to classify 
the current flow. 
The classification result is done for that flow and output. After 
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Figure 6.2: The flow chart of the computing nodes 
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Hardware setup D E L L G X 2 9 0 
C P U P4 3.2GHz processor 
M e m o r y 2 G B 
Test dataset 5 minutes traces 
Language Perl 
Average number of flows 1022k (per 5 minutes) 
Software setup Our modified implementation for online processing 
our implementation of BLINC[2] 
traces are processed in 5-minutes intervals and real-time 
Table 6.2: The evaluation setup 
Item result 
Total flows 1022394 
Equal result 909460 
Non-equal result 112934 
Equal result(%) 88.95 
Non-equal result(%) 11.05 
Table 6.3: The evaluation result 
started. This shows the trade-off between delay and accuracy. 
From the batch processing to online-model without any delay, 
there are about 11.05% flows having different result (refer to 
table 6.3). 
Afterwards, we tried to introduce 30 seconds delay in the on-
line traffic classification, the marginal improvement is not very 
satisfactory. There are about 10.14% flows having different re-
sult (refer to table 6.4). 
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Item result 
Total flows 1022394 
Equal result 918689 
Non-equal result 103705 
Equal resiilt(%) 89.86 
Non-equal result(%) 10.14 
Table 6.4: T h e evaluation result after introduce 30s delay in classification 
Chapter 7 
Others 
7.1 Special cases for network topology 
Consider the network topology shown in figure 7.1, a network 
with multiple gateways to outside. The flows collection can be 
done in each gateway. Therefore, multiple trace files with the 
same source IP range are obtained at the same time. In the 
traditional traffic classification system, those trace files are pro-
cessed separately. Their classifications are independent to each 
other. In our proposed system architecture, those trace files can 
be processed in a better way. W e may deploy multiple machines 
in the distributor component, (shown in figure 7.2) Therefore, 
we will collect multiple trace files. The flows will be redistributed 
to different computing nodes by their source IP. (shown in figure 
7.3) 
As long as common source-IP exists in different trace files, the 
information of the connections from a source IP will be enriched 
by multiple trace files, hence a more accuracy conclusion can 
be drawn. If the trace files are independent to each other in 
source IP (no common source-IP), the classification of each trace 
file will be done as multiple separated classifications. Although 
other trace file introduces no additional benefit, no bad effect 
will be introduced too. 
These changes can be seen as transparent to the computing 
55 
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nodes and the collector, the process of the classification and 
collection will be done in the same way. Although some net-
work connections needed to be established in the system setup 
process. 
7.2 Further optimizations for BLINC 
In our study, implementation and testing of our proposed sys-
tem, we had modified the BLINC [3] algorithm several times 
to achieve different goals. In this section, we will list out the 
changes made and the objectives in detail. Figure 6.4 is the 
original algorithm proposed in BLINC [3] paper. It is shown in 
this paper for comparison to the other modifications. 
Table 7.2 is the modified algorithm proposed in our paper. The 
modified algorithm is used for improving the memory usage in 
the original algorithm. Though the whole classification, the orig-
inal algorithm keeps three big data structures (shown in figure 
7.6) for classifying different types of applications and the three 
big data-structures use a lot of memory. The main idea of mod-
ification is that three data-structures are not used at the same 
time, but they are kept in the memory over the whole classi-
fication process, (shown in 25). In the classification of each 
flow, each data-structure will be accessed once in sequence. In 
this case, we would try to separate the original loop into three 
phases. The new system in each phase will create the corre-
sponding structure and then classify all the flows, the flows can-
not be classified will be passed to the next phase until the last 
phase. Therefore, though out the whole process of the classifi-
cation. Only one big data-structure will be kept in the memory, 
hence reducing the maximum memory usage, (shown in figure 
7.5) The experiment result is shown in section 3.1. 
Figure 7.1 is the modified algorithm proposed in our paper. The 
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modified algorithm is used for the online operating model of 
classification. In the online operating model, the information 
of flows in past 5 minutes is kept for the classification of the 
upcoming flows. Therefore, add new flows and delete old flows 
the data-structures are necessary over time. 
Figure 7.2 is the modified algorithm proposed in our paper. The 
modified algorithm is used for complete classification of flows. 
In our study and experiment, about 1% of flows are left neither 
classified nor outputted in the original algorithm. As we would 
like to gather the complete view of the classification result, we 
add a new category “ unknown" to the algorithm. After the 
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Figure 7.6: The three main data structure in BLINC[3] 
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1. Procedure OriginalBLINC 
2. F T i - Flow Table 
3. for all flows in F T do 
4. check attack 
5. if found then get next flow 
6. check multiple flows 
7. if found then get next flow 
8. for all entries in structure 1 do 
9. if IP is server then 
10. if Is Protocol T C P then 
11. check fanout heuristic 
12. if dstPort.size < = dstlps.size then 
13. return chat; get next flow 
14. else if dstPort.size > dstlp.size then 
15. check packet size heuristic 
16. if Pkts across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstlps.size tJion 
17. return S p a m As; get next flow; 
18. else 
19. return web; get next flow; 
20. else 
21. return N M ; get next flow; 
22. if IP uses same source port for T C P and U D P and not port 53 then 
23. return P2P; get next flow; 
24. for each srcport do 
25. check community huristic; 
26. if found then get next flow; 
27. if dstPort.size 二 = dstlps.size then 
28. return P2P; get next flow; 
29. else if dstPort.size > dstlps.size then 
30. if Is protocol T C P then 
31. return web; get next flow; 
32. else 
33. check packet size heuristic 
34. if pkt size across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstlps.size then 
35. return game; get next flow; 
36. else 
37. return N M ; get next flow; 
38. E n d For 
39. E n d For 
40. E n d For 
41.End Procedure 
Table 7.1: The original algorithm of B L I N C p J 
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1. Procedure ModifiedBLINC for memory 
2. F T i - Flow Table 
3. create structure 1 
4. for all flows in F T do 
5. check attack 
6. if found then get next flow 
7. End For 
8. delete structure 1 
9. create structure 2 
10. for rest of flows in F T do 
11. check multiple flows 
12. if found then get next flow 
13. End For 
14. delete structure 2 
15. create structure 3 
16. for rest of flows in F T do 
17. for all entries in structure 1 do 
18. if IP is server then 
19. if Is Protocol T C P then 
20. check fanoiit heuristic 
21. if dstPort.size < = dstlps.size then 
22. return chat; get next flow 
23. else if dstPort.size > dstlp.size then 
24. check packet size heuristic 
25. if Pkts across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstfps.sizo then 
26. return SpamAs; get next flow; 
27. else 
28. return web; get next flow; 
29. else 
30. return N M ; get next flow; 
31. if IP uses same source port for T C P and U D P and not port 53 then 
32. return P2P; get next flow; 
33. for each srcport do 
34. check community huristic; 
35. if found then get next flow; 
36. if dstPort.size = 二 dstlps.size then 
37. return P2P; get next flow; 
38. else if dstPort.size > dstlps.size then 
39. if Is protocol T C P then 
40. return web; get next flow; 
41. else 
42. check packet size heuristic 
43. if pkt size across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstlps.size then 
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-Procedure ModifiedBLINC for memory (cont.) 
44. return game; get next flow; 
45. else 
46. return N M ; get next flow; 
47. End For 
48. End For 
49. E n d For 
50. delete structure 3 
51.End Procedure 
Table 7.2: Our proposed modified algorithm of BLINC[2] for better memory 
usage 
7.3 Study on port-based approach 
Using the data set on our hand, we conduct a study on the port 
distribution of the flows. 
The result is shown in table 7.5. It shows the top 10 ports used 
in T C P connections (count in number of bytes sent). 
From the table, we find out that the first one is port 80 (web) 
with about 23% measures. From the list of ports, we would find 
out port 8008, 16881, 6699, 4662, 6881. They are famous port 
numbers of p2p softwares. However, the usage is those ports are 
not very high comparing port 80 or the total usage (from 1.85% 
(port 8008) down to 0.64% (port 6881)). This result shows that 
some network traffic can still classify by port-based approach 
(eg. Web), but the performance of this approach is not good at 
all in statistics. 
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1. ProcedureModifiedBLINCfor online 
2. F T i -A Flow 
3. update structures 
4. enqueue flow 
5. flow lists < — dequeue flow(flow.time) 
6. for all entries in flow lists do 
7. delete flow from structures 
8. E n d for 
9. check attack 
10. if found then get next flow 
11. check multiple flows 
12. if found then get next flow 
13. if IP is server then 
14. if Is Protocol T C P then 
15. check fanout heuristic 
16. if dstPort.size < = dstlps.size then 
17. return chat; get next flow 
18. else if dstPort.size > dstlp.size then 
19. check packet size heuristic 
20. if Pkts across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstlps.size then 
21. return SpamAs; get next flow; 
22. else 
23. return web; get next flow; 
24. else return N M ; get next flow; 
25. if IP uses same source port for T C P and U D P and not port 53 then 
26. return P2P; get next flow; 
27. for each srcport do 
28. check community huristic; 
29. if found then get next flow; 
30. if dstPort.size === dstlps.size then 
31. return P2P; get next flow; 
32. else if dstPort.size > dstlps.size then 
33. if Is protocol T C P then 
34. return web; get next flow; 
35. else 
36. check packet size heuristic 
37. if pkt size across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstlps.size then 
38. return game; get next flow; 
39. else return N M ; get next flow; 
40. E n d For 
41. E n d For 
42. End For 
43.End Procedure 
Table 7.3: Our proposed modified online processing algorithm of BLINC[2] 
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1. ProcedureOriginalBLINC 
2. F T i - Flow Table 
3. for call flows in F T do 
4. check attack 
5. if found then get next flow 
6. check multiple flows 
7. if found then get next flow 
8. for all entries in structure 1 do 
9. if IP is server then 
10. if Is Protocol T C P then 
11. check fanoiit heuristic 
12. if dstPort.size < = dstlps.size then 
13. return chat; get next flow 
14. else if dstPort.size > dstlp.size then 
15. check packet size heuristic 
16. if Pkts across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstlps.size then 
17. return Spam As; get next flow; 
18. else 
19. return web; get next flow; 
20. else 
21. return N M ; get next flow; 
22. if IP uses same source port for T C P and U D P and not port 53 then 
23. return P2P; get next flow; 
24. for each srcport do 
25. check community huristic; 
26. if found then get next flow; 
27. if dstPort.size = = dstlps.size then 
28. return P2P; get next flow; 
29. else if dstPort.size > dstlps.size then 
30. if Is protocol T C P then 
31. return web; get next flow; 
32. else 
33. check packet size heuristic 
34. if pkt size across flows constant A N D dstPort.size > > dstlps.size then 
35. return game; get next flow; 
36. else 
37. return N M ; get next flow; 
38. else 
39. return Unknown; get next flow; 
40. E n d For 
41. E n d For 
42. E n d For 
43.End Procedure 
Table 7.4: The modified algorithm of BLINC[2] for complete classification 
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Port Byte sent % of total Byte sent 
~80 11452815424 23.42 
8008 906811407 1.85 
16881 396952568 0.81 
6699 389915063 0.79 
4662 347962566 0.71 
2025 342965104 0.70 
16571 328461284 0.67 
6881 314005993 0.64 
2382 278393720 0.56 
21159 257584004 0.52 
Table 7.5: The top 10 ports used in tcp (byte-sent) 
Paper Input for classification of each flow 
Traffic Classification O n The Fly [12] First-5 packet sizes 
Class of Service Mapping for Q o S [9] Flow duration 
mean connection per day 
average packet size 
Bros [6] 5-tiiples for the flow 
Traffic Classification Using Clustering Algorithm [7] Total iiuinber of packets 
M e a n packet size 
mean payload size excluding headers 
number of bytes transferred 
mean inter-arrival time 
Profiling Internet Backbone Traffic [4] refer to the analysis below 
B L I N C [2] refer to the analysis below 
Transport layer identification of P 2 P traffic [1] refer to the analysis below 
Table 7.6: The the information used in different algorithms 
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7.4 Study on the information used in differ-
ent algorithms 
The information used by those algorithms in classify a particu-
lar flow will be listed out in this section. The summary is shown 
in table 7.6. For the bottom three algorithms, as their classi-
fication logics are rather complex than the others, the detail is 
shown in figure 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 and table 7.7, 7.8. 
For Profiling Internet Backbone Traffic [4], it computes the en-
tropy of Dst IP, Six port, Dst Port from the same Src IP. And 
each entropy result can be classified to 3 categories. Hence 27 
big categories are separated. (3*3*3) Therefore, all Dst IPs, Src 
Ports, Dst Ports from the flows with the same Src IP are nec-
essary for the classification algorithm to classify one single flow 
with the same Src IP. 
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1: procedure BLINC SLOW ^ IkPn'^G 
2: P T — Flow Table 
3: for all flcAvs in FT do 
4: chftctuttacl: i:> itnionu'e 2 
5: if fouiid then get next flow; 
6: clieck_imilriple_flou’s l> vtnictj. flp/inail-vtieainiiig 
7: if fouiid th«ii get next flow; 
8: for all eiitiies m stiiicture 1; do 
9: if IP is 5en’M. then !：=• (use-i oae pon} 
10: if h protocol TCP tlirii 
11: checl:_fauomJieuiiitic, 
12: if dstPorts.size <= cUcIp^.size dieii 
13: ！etiua cliat: get next flow: 
1 4 : ehe- i f <lstPo:1s.-u2e '> dstlps.oize tUeii 
15: i:heck_pad;et_5izeJieuti&t5e 
16: if pktfi acioiis, flows couiiaiit A N D 
cUtPCITS..size>>dstips.'^ ize tliieii 
17: return SpaiuAs; set next flow; 
18: else 
19: retur.li web; get next flow; 
20; else-
21: retiuu NM: get next flow; 
22: if IP use& same source pott for TCP and UDP aiKl hot poil 
55 tlien 
23: i.emra P2P; get next flow; 
24: for each ycpoit do 
25: clieckLjCouiiiiii!iityJieiui&.tic 
2(5: if found then get next flow; 
27: clieckjcaidiiialityJieuiistic. 
28: if chtPorts.size 二 = clsrtp5>.size then 
29: re till 11 P2P; get next flow, 
30: else if dstPoits.size > dstlps.iize then 
n ： if h pictocol TCP chtii 
32: retina web; get next fiov/; 
33： elst “ 
<15: if pkt 5,126 across flows couvtani A N D cUt-
PortSAJze > > dstlpu.w-ze theiii 
36: return aaiiie; get mrxt flew: 
37: rise “ 、 
38: return NM; set aext flow; 
39: Eiul Foi- I：' SIC poi1 
40; £ud Foi- i> emiy in vtnK： I 
41： End For i> FT 
Figure 7.7: The algorithm of B L I N C [2] 
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line # information used for classification of each flow 
4. all Dst Ports, all Dst IPs associated with the same Src IP 
6. all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips, all Src Ports, all Protocols 
associated with the same Src IP 
9. all Src Ports associated with the same Src IP 
10. Protocol of the flow 
12. all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips associated with the same Src IP 
14. all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips associated with the same Src IP 
16. all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips, the average packet size 
associated with the same Src IP 
22. all Dst Ports, all Src Ports, all Protocols associated with 
the same Src IP 
24. Dst Port, Dst IP of the flow 
28. all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips associated with the same 
Src IP, Src Port pair 
30. all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips associated with the same 
Src IP, Src Port pair 
31. Protocol of the flow 
35. all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips. Average packet size associated 
with the same Src IP, Src Port pair 
Total: all Src Ports, all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips, all Protocols, 
the average packet size associated with the same Src IP 
all Dst Ports, all Dst Ips. Average packet size associated 
with the same Src IP, Src Port pair 
Table 7.7: The the information used in B L I N C [2] 
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A l g o r i t h m I Nonpaylood algoiit.hni For P2P flew idoiiiili-
cation 
1: procodurc P T P i> P2P Trullic Proliliiiig 
2: FT 一 F!ow Table 
3: for cA'ory src-dst IP prnr in FT d o 
.1: if T C P / U D P pair t h o n 
5: ？2PlPJy\sa^t(svc]P) o T C P / U D P lu:.iirisUo 
7: for all Hows hi F T do 
8: if src IP or (1st IP In P2P1P thou 
0: print tav i:, found by T C P / U D P pairs 
10: P2PIP.ms(:rf(sL'clP:i i> put both IPs in P2l> 
list 
11: P2PlP.;7/.sm(clt>LlP) 
12: chso if DNS hour is tic is true then 
Kl: R o . K ' c U ' ( l P i i i r s . ； P a i r i !:. 
[:.air==:{n\purt} 
U: R9ioctodPairs,jriJicr?(dst Pair) 
15: else if src aud <lst IP not in MaiISmvoi's t.licn 
16: for src and cist IP-port pair d o 
IT: if pair in P2PPairK rhou 
18： pnnt ilovv i> found in provlous iiiiorvnl 
19: P2PPiiivsarise?rt(svc pair) !：• put bolli 
pairs ill P2PPalrs list 
20: P2PIP.insc7't(sTc pah) 
21: olso if pair not lu Rojoctc'd thon 
22: Udpato sous lor pair 
23: IPPort.m.s<?ft(])atr) 
24: g1»g if pair in RojLx:ted thon 
25: Rojoctocl./vserl(sYC iiiiir) 
2G: Rojoctcd ./Tjjscr'f(clsl pair) 
27: lor pairs in I P P � r t d o 
I:, oxaiuino pairs thai wqxo acldod diirlUi!； 
(：• pix'vloiis iiilorvals uud have- uol booii yol cla^i-
liod 
28: if IP noi in MailSorvors ajid pair not in liojoctoil 
t h e n 
2<): if IP in P2PIP or pair in P2PPaii,s thon 
30： P2PPaJrs. in Nr:Tf(pair) 
31 ： pnnt all Hows of pair 
32: olsG 
33: dur— \ixih\lPSetJi:T^--]xm\PortSet.len\ 
34 : if cliff •:: 2 or (difT < 10 a ml purl in 
KnownP^PPorii.) rliori 
3r.: if Cliei'kJLMajlsi'rvor iruo llion 
36: MiillSorvor.nj.s<.'r? (IP) 
37: Gist? if C!lioclULMa]wart» 二二 nio 
thon 
38: Ilfjoctocl. .‘u.sm(palr) 
39: olso if ChockJLsaui 二 = triio tlion 
.10: Rojoct^d. m.sm(pair) 
41 ： olse if Port-Hislory hoiiristio^iriio 
thon 
.12: IlojocU'cl. jn.s erf (pair ) 
43: olso 
•14: 】)2PPalrs.M^ i(>n(pj\lr) 
45: pvhu aJl Hows of pair 
46: gIso if dllT> lO then 
RojOCtO(l./T2,S<:'T7(pMjr) 
Figure 7.8: T h e algorithm of Transport Layer Identification of P 2 P traffic [1] 
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line # information used for classification of each flow 
4. all Protocols associated with the same Src IP, Dst IP pair 
8. Previous classification result for the same Src IP, Dst IP pair 
12. Src Port, Dst Port of the flow 
15. Previous classification results for Mail server 
17. Previous classification results for P 2 P IP, Port pair 
21. Previous classification results for non-P2P IP, Port pair 
24. Previous classification results for non-P2P IP, Port pair 
28. Previous classification results for non-P2P IP, Port pair and Mail server 
29. Previous classification results for P 2 P IP, Port pair 
33. all Dst Ports, all Dst IPs associated with the same Src IP, Src port pair 
34. Dst Port of the flow 
35. Src Port, Dst Port, Protocol of the flow 
37. Src Port, Dst Port of the flow 
average packet size associated with the same Src IP, Src port pair 
all Dst IPs associated with the same Src IP, Src port pair 
39. all Dst IPs，all Dst Ports associated with the same Src IP, Src port pair 
41. all Dst ports associated with the same Src IP, Src port pair 
Total: Previous classification results 
all Protocols associated with the same Src IP, Dst IP pair 
all Dst Ports, all Dst IPs, average packet size associated 
with the same Src IP, Src port pair 
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7.5 Future works 
Seperating flows into different groups 
Although the flows are separated by source IP, the decision 
boundary does affect the load of each machine, hence affecting 
the performance of the system. As the example in our experi-
ment, 3 similar computers is used and separate flows by IP Class. 
In this case, one computer is not fully utilized. A dynamic and 
automatic way to decide the decision boundary for the current 
and future classification is important. One idea is to learn from 
the load balancing scheme of EtherChannel from cisco. It use 
IP to do hashing and do the load balancing.[16] In EtherChan-
nel, both source and destination IP address can be choose to do 
hashing. In our case, source IP address should be used for the 
correctness of the classification. 
Distributor component with multiple machines 
Prom the section 7.1, there is a possibility to aid the classifica-
tion of a trace file from one gateways by using other trace files 
from other gateways. Therefore, the trace files may benefit each 
other's classification. It is attractive to explore this possibility. 
Online classification system with improved accuracy 
From the section 5.5, the system may store the flows and wait for 
more information comes. However, the storage and the waiting 
mechanisms are relatively complex. And the delay introduced 
is difficult to estimate. Therefore, more effort is necessary in 
reducing the delay and increasing the accuracy of the online 
processing system. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have proposed a parallel operating frame-
work to solve the computing power and memory issue for the 
behavioral-based network traffic classification. In our evalua-
tion, we have successfully divided the network traffic traces into 
three portions and carried out the classification without loss of 
accuracy. 
O n the other hand, we have proposed several changes on op-
erating model for network traffic classification algorithms. By 
changing from batch processing to online processing, we could 
reduce the delay for the classification. In our evaluation, the 
similarity is about 89% between batch processing and online 
processing with 0 seconds delay, which is satisfactory. 
By combining the parallel operating architecture and online op-
erating model, we believe that real-time network traffic clas-
sification for multiple traffic classification algorithms can be 
achieved. 
• End of chapter. 
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